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While We All Cheered As Interest Rates Declined… 
 
Currently, interest rates for 10-year and 30-year treasury bonds are approximately 1.62% and 
2.38%, respectively, just over half the levels of a decade ago. In fact, we’ve realized a generational 
decline in long treasury interest rates which were between 6% and 8% in the 1990s and even 
higher in the 1980s. When treasury rates decline, rates on most bonds with similar maturities 
decline as well, meaning consumers and companies alike have enjoyed substantial savings in 
borrowing costs for decades. However, all has not been well in certain corners. 
 
Permanent life insurance policies, namely whole life and universal life, have not fared well with 
these rate declines. In order to match their book of liabilities (the policies written), life insurance 
companies assemble investment portfolios using combinations of long-term bonds, generally with 
maturities around 10 years. Lower rates mean lower investment returns to support the policies, 
leading to lower dividends and crediting rates for these types of policies. The results are lower 
policy cash values than those projected when policies were purchased – and in many cases, 
substantially lower values. With lower cash values, reduced death benefits and policy longevities 
are often the result. 
 
Highlighted below are changes in the rates over the last ten to thirty-five years. Notably, insurance 
carrier crediting rates have not declined as quickly as treasury rates over these periods. This table 
suggests that policy dividend and crediting rates ratchet down slower with a lag effect as insurance 
carrier portfolios replace maturing bonds with lower yielding bonds. Nonetheless, over time policy 
crediting rates still decline. 
 
 1986 1996 2001 2006 2011 2016 2021 
10-year Treasury Note 7.86% 6.44% 6.03% 4.29% 2.79% 1.84% 1.62% 
Whole Life Dividend – MassMutual   8.20% 7.00% 6.85% 7.10% 6.00% 
Universal Life – Composite     5.20% 5.05% 4.35% 

   * 2021 data as of March 2021 
 
Many whole life and universal life policies have underperformed in this environment and related 
current illustrations may show lower cash values than those projected when the policy was 
purchased. Current performance is likely somewhere between the “Guaranteed” minimums 
(typically, columns on the left within illustrations) and “Current” levels (columns on the right) of the 
original “as sold” illustrations. For whole life and certain universal life policies, death benefit 
projections may be lower as well. 

 
For larger policies, many insureds (and their beneficiaries) may have used premium financing 
techniques to lower annual out-of-pocket costs and to amplify cash value growth over time. By 
borrowing a large portion of annual premiums over time, net cash value growth may be accelerated 
if short-term borrowing rates are less than long-term dividend and crediting rates – effectively, a 
positive arbitrage between short and long term rates. However, poorly designed structures, 
including those sold with overly optimistic market performance assumptions (indexed universal life) 
and others with crediting rates linked to interest rates (whole life and universal life), may have not 
realized the intended performance. 
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As with any insurance policy, it is very important to monitor policy performance with annual 
comparisons to projections found in the initial illustration. Often steps can be taken to mitigate a 
portion of the underperformance, but one must first identify the underperformance. And further, the 
longer it takes to identify underperformance, the greater the problem can be – and some cases can 
be severely impaired. Rigorous policy monitoring, annual performance reviews and mitigation 
techniques can help keep a policy on its intended future trajectory. 
 
Higher Rates on The Horizon?... 
 
Many market professionals believe long term interest rates have bottomed and may be headed 
higher for the foreseeable future, based on the huge (and continuing to rise) amounts of US 
government borrowing that likely may cause rates to rise at some point. As well, the extensive 
stimulus provided to combat the COVID pandemic may lead to increasing inflation expectations, 
which will cause rates to rise. As of early March 2021, we have already seen a move in rates. The 
10-year treasury note yield has moved up to 1.62% from a low of approximately 0.55% in 2020. 
 
Rising interest rates will benefit whole life and universal life policies, but the effects will not be 
immediate. Dividend and crediting rates will ratchet up similarly to how these rates ratcheted down 
– and it will take time. While rate increase will help all policies, newly purchased policies may 
outperform their initial illustrations in the future as rates rise, an outcome not seen in nearly a 
generation. 
 
In summary, while generational declines in interest rates may be ending, along the way, many 
whole life and universal life policies have underperformed, some severely, and certain premium-
financed cases, too. With long-term rates rising, the outlook for higher dividend and crediting rates 
is brighter, albeit realized on a lagging basis.  
_____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Structured Insurance Services LLC specializes in insurance planning for high net worth individuals, 
families and corporate entities, including: 
 

• Development of premium finance cases for estate and business planning purposes; 
• Modeling advanced concepts and strategies, including premium finance structures  
• Policy analysis and recommendations for sub-performing cases 
• Policy annual reviews and analysis 
• Policy servicing 
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